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Date: 28th October, 2020
Instructions for taking part in Reshuffling Round-2 for M.E./M.Tech.
and M.Pharm. courses admission year 2020-21.
The reshuffling round 2 for above courses will be conducted as per already
declared schedule from 28/10/2020 to 29/10/2020. The candidates are
informed to take note of the following while taking part for the Round-2.
1. Reshuffling round-2 period is 28/10/2020 to 29/10/2020
2. If an eligible candidate is WILLING to participate and take part in
the next round of counseling such candidates will have to give
consent online. The candidate has to login to his account at
www.gujacpc.nic.in and Click here to Proceed link available at
the dashboard The candidate will be diverted to Consent screen,
here the candidate has to give his consent as YES or NO by clicking
Yes from drop down menu, the candidate will be able to participate
in the Round 2 and will also be able to upgrade their choices and/or
add new choices or delete filled choices if he wishes to do so.
3. The consent once given cannot be changed later on, which may
please be noted. If you have given consent as NO, in such case you
will not be able to participate in Round 2 of the admission process.
4. The candidates, who have not been allotted any seat in the first
round or if they are allotted but not confirmed or cancelled the
allotted seat within prescribed time limit, can also participate in
round-2 by giving online consent as stated in point 2 above for
participation in the next round of admission process from their login
account.
5. The candidates who have been allotted seats in the first round and
are still keen to participate in the next round of counseling can also
take part in the next round process after giving online consent as
stated in point 2 above. If the candidate gets the admission on the
basis of upgradation/reshuffling or on new choice, then, his
admission granted earlier shall be treated as cancelled.
6. The candidate, who opts to participate in reshuffling round 2 as per
above stated process by giving online consent as YES, shall only be
considered for round 2. Moreover, as per prevailing rules, if a
candidate has not confirmed his round-1 seat OR cancelled his
round-1 seat, the same seat shall not be allotted to such candidates
in any subsequent round.
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